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Consultative Committee Agenda/Minutes
Meeting date:
Meeting location:
Time:
Note taker:

04/14/2016
Moccasin Flower
4 p.m.
Julie Eckerle

Members present:
__✔___ Kelly Asche

___✔_ Brenda Boever

__no___ Rita Bolluyt

__✔__ Rachel Brockamp

___✔_ Julie Eckerle

___✔__ Lisa Harris

_✔___ Megan Jacobson

_no___ Jane Kill

___✔__ Lori Kurpiers

__✔___ Michelle Page

__✔__ Ted Pappenfus

__✔____ Elsie Wilson

Agenda (and minutes)
●

Discuss/Approve minutes from last week (link sent via email)
Minutes were approved.

●

Search Committee Diversity (Megan)
Megan shared her concern--based on service on a number of search
committees over the years, as well as feedback she has heard from other
students on search committees--that search committee diversity at UMM is
frequently inadequate. She pointed to 2 specific issues: (1) that students
sometimes may feel pressured to represent / speak on behalf of additional
constituencies beyond the student body if, for example, the student
representative is the only woman or the only international student, etc., on
the committee and (2) That international students are often not
represented on search committees. Megan proposed that Consultative
Committee send or endorse a message that would encourage committee
chairs to think strategically about diversity, especially when selecting
outside faculty members, and to also be careful to make sure that students
only feel responsible for representing other students.

In the discussion that followed, Michelle agreed that this is a challenging
issue and that search committees often do rely on students to “bring the
diversity.” In part, she added, this is a result of not having a very diverse

faculty and staff to begin with. But Michelle agreed that asking students
to represent more than the student body is indeed a lot to ask, especially
given power dynamics. Julie agreed and pointed out that this issue can
easily be added to the issue the Committee has already tabled for next year:
doing more to attract and retain diverse faculty and staff. But the
consensus was that we should act on the issue now, regardless of plans for
next year. Michelle added that she has heard about training at UMTC re:
search processes and diversity and wondered if something similar might be
available to us. Brenda noted that similar issues came up last spring at
the Admin Committee meeting; the Chancellor asked Hilda Ladner and Sarah
Mattson to discuss and intended that the Division Chairs would carry the
issue forward to their divisions. It is unclear whether that happened,
though Julie said she does not remember hearing anything about it in
Humanities.
It was agreed that Consultative Committee will send an email to the Admin
group now as well as in the fall and that we will ask Sarah about the
training Michelle mentioned. Julie will draft the email and send to the
committee for feedback. Ted suggested that the email emphasize that
students’ primary responsibility on committees is to represent students, and
Megan suggested that--in some cases--it might make sense to include 2
students (1 international and 1 domestic). At the very least, Lori suggested,
we should raise the concern that students can be put into awkward
positions when asked to represent additional constituencies. Michelle
concluded the discussion by acknowledging that this is a good reminder for
all of us to be more thoughtful and reflective re: search committee
make-up.
●

Followup on the Following Topics:
○ Summer Term Contract Concern? (Julie)
Since Julie had forwarded Gwen Rudney’s response to the Committee’s
concern prior to the meeting, all quickly agreed that Gwen had
satisfied our concerns and that Julie could forward this resolution
to the faculty member who had originally brought the issue to our
attention. Put simply, Gwen agrees that the green highlighting was
excessive and unnecessary (and, in reality, an accident in proofreading)
and that the Committee’s recommendation that the reminder re: credit
hours and workload be better placed elsewhere would be added to
the agenda for next year’s summer course planning.
○ Card Readers (Julie)
Julie updated the committee one final time on this issue, as follows.
After forwarding Jennifer Lund’s email response to the faculty

member who had originally raised the concern re: the HFA card
readers, that individual asked that one more question be answered.
S/he wondered if UMM has the capability to override UMTC security
if necessary, for example if there is a malfunction on our campus.
Through Lisa, Jennifer explained that UMM does have that ability,
and this answer satisfied the faculty member. Lisa pointed out that
the card readers are a UMM system, and so UMM has full access to
everything. But UMTC has more staff and greater expertise with the
card readers, and it makes sense to take advantage of that. So all
agreed that this issue is officially resolved. Julie added simply that
communication seems to be the biggest problem here, in that not all
of the communication re: card readers seems to have been passed
down through the Division Chair channels, at least not in some cases.
○ Discipline Coordinator Survey? (Julie)
Julie said she has still not had a chance to enter the data but
thanked Kelly and everyone else for their patience.
○ MSAF Possibilities (Michelle & Jane)
Michelle asked if anyone had suggestions for the draft proposal she
had shared earlier in the week. Kelly asked if the position had to be
tied to students’ academics, and Michelle responded that she thought
so. No one had specific suggestions to make and instead advised that
we submit it as is. Ted pointed out that if we do not get the MSAF
this year, we will at least get feedback on how to improve it next
time. Michelle said she might look at some other models, such as
the MSAF application submitted each year for GWSS, and Julie
agreed that that would be a useful example. The Committee gave
Michelle permission to submit the proposal.

Finally, Julie asked Lori if she wanted to report on the status of the
Constitutional Amendment regarding an annual rating of the Chancellor.
She explained that the proposed language had already been submitted for
the Campus Assembly when she contacted the Constitution Review
Committee with our suggested change and that Michael Korth advised us
simply to suggest the change during the Assembly meeting on Thursday.
The meeting was adjourned around 4:30 p.m.

